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Joe Gilman plays "A Touch of Jazz" – A special Simply Music project..

To all students: 

My name is Leon, I’m Neil Moore’s oldest son. Hello to those who I know, and it’s a pleasure to introduce 
myself to those of you who I have yet to meet. I’m very excited to share with you a first for Simply Music – an 
educational album – that gives a completely different perspective on the songs learned in the Jazz Clues 
program. For many teachers and students who are new to the world of Jazz, a common question that we get is 
“what should I be listening to in order to get exposed to jazz?” This genre can be quite intimidating at times, 
so we wanted to create an album that is easy enough listening for the beginner, yet gives additional insight to 
the intermediate and advanced player as well. 

I was thrilled to get pianist Joe Gilman on board for this very special project. 

A little about my relationship with Joe: he was my Jazz Composition and Improvisation teacher, director of 
our Jazz Combos (where I played the trumpet) at American River College in early 2001-2003. What always 
resonated with me about Joe, was his ability to tell stories musically, his phrasing, his voicings, his amazing 
skill and his sense of humor. These all attributed to my musical growth. When my father asked me to produce 
this album of his original compositions (songs that I heard being composed and have since grown up with), we 
immediately thought of how it would be to have someone like Joe Gilman re-interpret these songs. I reached 
out to Joe, and he came on board to work with us and bring this project to life. I was very excited to work with 
Joe and someone of his caliber, and knew that he could make an enormous contribution. 

Since this is in many ways an educational project, we loosely applied a framework to the project. Our source 
materials were the compositions from the Touch of Jazz compilation. The general protocol was for each piece 
to have three components - firstly, to play the entire melody through once, in a straightforward, fairly simple 
and easily recognizable manner. The second phase was for Joe to then improvise his way through the entire 
piece, but to not go too “far out”. The third and final cycle was for Joe to then return to the melody but to fill 
it out with bigger chords and more advanced voicings etc. Even though this was the overall intention, jazz is a 
largely spontaneous experience and, as such, there were times when Joe would depart from the structure and 
take the piece wherever he felt so inclined in the moment.

On those recordings done at American River College (as marked with an asterisk*), we applied no structure 
whatsoever, so you’ll notice that Joe plays a lot more freely, with some impressive displays of his virtuosity. 

Joe is a world-class musician and has done a great job of re-interpreting and re-imagining these songs. It has 
been an absolute honor to produce this compilation, and an incredibly fun project to work on. We produced 
this album specifically for all of the Simply Music teachers and students, and we encourage you to not only 
listen and learn from it, but to just purely and simply enjoy it.

We are delighted to share with you Joe Gilman’s take on A Touch of Jazz.

Leon Moore


